Enhanced the accuracy and availability of cross-domain market insights for a global leader in consumer products industry.
Client overview

The client is a global leader in providing consumer and market insights through a state-of-the-art AI-powered intelligence platform and excellent business consulting services for the consumer products industry. Though abundant data is available in this digital era, businesses lack actionable insights. To help businesses make better decisions, the client offers world-class analytics and data that is not just descriptive but actionable. These actionable insights and recommendations have helped several businesses increase sales, improve efficiency, and implement effective strategies.

The challenge

Keeping pace with increasing agility and market demands has been an ongoing and pressing challenge to most industries. The speed of onboarding new innovations around market insights is always inadequate to meet the growing demands of business groups and partner ecosystems—challenging CIO/ CDO/ CTO organizations to create scalable, flexible, and agile market insights systems, which are autonomous and can be cross-functional to bring in synergies across the business units and provide a holistic view of the enterprise at the right time.

The existing insights ecosystem wasn’t nimble to adapt to the market dynamics. The client wanted a scalable solution to digitize and automate generating and enabling just-in-time micro-insights—bringing synergies across the enterprise ecosystem by connecting different business functions for their customer base. Key drivers were agility, time to onboard, ability to be cross-functional, scalability, and flexibility.

Mindtree’s approach

Mindtree took a learning-based approach to build a self-service data science platform using an agile execution framework, which enabled customers to choose algorithms, insights, and recommendations as per their business and analytical needs. The AI/ML-based data science and analytical modeling approach with real-time simulators for what-if scenarios ensured accurate 360 recommendations across the marketing mix, leveraging multiple new-age data sources and curated insights for different personas.
Mindtree solution

Mindtree, as a trusted partner, envisioned, architected, and implemented a state-of-the-art cloud-based analytics ecosystem on GCP, leveraging the customers’ existing solution/databases/applications and scaled them to onboard new innovations generating more insights at an enhanced pace and accuracy.

A versatile ecosystem was built leveraging superior and robust components like CloudSQL, BigQuery, GKE, data science workbench, and studio with Dockerized python code on GKE to feed the required data into the algorithms, which were developed as an API for near real-time latency. The solution experience was enhanced with GraphQL in the front-end to receive the data in a predictable and efficient way.

Key business impacts

- The solutions enhanced the efficiency of all 17 insight areas with improved accuracy, higher reliability, scalability, and broader cross-domain recommendations.
- The near real-time market insights provided business groups and leaders with personalized, just-in-time insights and enabled effective decision-making.
- The solutions operationalized 160+ insights through an ecosystem unifying multiple business function areas, data sources, and personas to detect anomalies and generate micro insights alerting the customer base for a quick call to action.
- The solution also aimed at creating a rich repository for analytical models for future consumption and reference.

About Mindtree

Mindtree (NSE: MINDTREE) is a global technology consulting and services company, helping enterprises marry scale with agility to achieve competitive advantage. “Born digital,” in 1999 and now a Larsen & Toubro Group Company, Mindtree applies its deep domain knowledge to 270 enterprise client engagements to break down silos, make sense of digital complexity and bring new initiatives to market faster. We enable IT to move at the speed of business, leveraging emerging technologies and the efficiencies of Continuous Delivery to spur business innovation. Operating in 24 countries across the world, we are consistently regarded as one of the best places to work, embodied every day by our winning culture made up of over 23,800 entrepreneurial, collaborative and dedicated “Mindtree Minds.”
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